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1) Getting started
i. Before you start producing video, ask yourself a few basic questions:
• Is video the best format, or is your message better suited to an audio podcast or a written article?
• What is the output for your video– streamed, embedded or downloaded? (See glossary)
• Evaluation – how will you measure the success of your video?
Preparation
Think about what you want to say and prepare a script. Also consider the length of the video and the support
materials you will be using in your video. Ensure you assess the quality of your recording (before you film too
much) by checking for too soft, or too loud audio.	
  
Outputs
UCL has different official channels for various types of video.
• YouTube streaming: UCLTV is UCL’s official channel, though several departments have their own.
YouTube allows you to easily embed videos in websites, blogs and Moodle.
To embed the videos uploaded into YouTube in Moodle follow these step-by-step instructions
• The UCL streaming server is probably the best option for staff to upload their videos. You need to email
your video files to mm-productions@ucl.ac.uk to receive back an embed code.
• UCL Lecturecast (Echo360):
Once you have an account you can upload media to be accessed via the UCL Lecturecast service. Log
into your account and navigate to Echoes > Media Import. Full instructions can be found at the Lecturecast
Resource Centre.

Evaluation
There are various ways to measure the success of your video. Videos on YouTube or embedded videos in Moodle
can provide information about the number of views of your videos. Also, videos can be embedded on a UCL web
page and you can measure page clicks and time viewers spend on the page via Google analytics.

ii. What to film:
• Research abroad
• Interviews
• Events
• Discussions
• Peer assessment
• Lab / equipment guides
iii. Planning a shoot
Scripting and shot lists
Even for very short ‘talking-head’ videos, it is helpful to put together a script for the shoot. In the case of interviews
this might contain the questions for the interviewee.
Script example
This is a script for a short video. There were two crew (director and assistant producer) and one interviewee. The
script was useful for establishing date/time of shoot, contact info and an equipment checklist before setting off.
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Consent and release forms
Ensure all contributors have given their consent to be filmed. If you are filming with children or anyone else who is
not a student or staff member, UCL Communications can provide you with Release Forms. If you’re filming in a
public space, a filming notice is also useful

2) Equipment
i. Camera types
• Flipcam, mobile phone or digital camera – these can be great for talking heads, vox pops, ‘video diary’style videos or even lectures.
o example> UCL’s Cheltenham Science Festival blog; Peter Tatchell lecture
• Small HD video cameras (under £1000)– ideal for talking heads and simple videos
ii. Sound equipment
Whichever kind of camera you use, make sure you record clear sound. Most of the time you will need to use a lapel
mic (one that attaches to clothing) for an interviewee or a directional mic (one that you point towards the speaker)
to record a specific person in a crowded, noisy room. The built-in mics on most cameras are poor quality.
Always use headphones to monitor sound.
What you will need:
• Lapel mic (recommended) – either affordable lapel mic or higher-spec radio mic
• Directional mic (optional) – like a Rode mic
• Over ear headphones (highly recommended) – any brand, just to be sure that your sound is decent
Tip: Avoid clanking sounds by keeping ID cards away from the mic, and rustling papers, and tapping pens…etc as
these sounds are very difficult to remove.

	
  
There are also plenty of low-cost, high-quality digital recorders available. Here’s a useful roundup to get started.
iii. Tripod
Unless you’re going for a shaky, handheld aesthetic, use a tripod. Any will do, although one with a spirit level
bubble is best so you can check the camera is level.
iv. Lighting
Big studio lights are expensive, so improvise with whatever lighting you have. Open all blinds (those that will not
harshly backlight your interviewee) and turn on any desk lamps available. Alternatively, consider using a top light
on or beside the camera. Keep the camera still. If you do move the camera make sure that light from windows
does not affect your subjects’ . Eg they could end up very dark if a bright window is in shot.
(See mini-tutorial in Section 3 below for how to light.)

3) Mini-tutorials for filming
i. Step-by-step guide to filming vox pops, talking head interviews and vodcasts
1. Prepare and print off your script and your shooting checklist (lighting, microphones, memory cards for
recording) – The key with any good shoot is to prepare for it. To make life easier for yourself, fill out the
shooting script template with contact information, key interview questions and a list of other cut-away shots
to film. Then print off the ‘Out on a shoot checklist’ to make sure you don’t forget steps along the way.
2. Set up camera – If you want a more formal feeling, mount the camera on a tripod or improvise (eg. On top
of some books). Next, bring your interviewee away from any walls and position your camera to give depth
to your shot. Consider adding an interesting backdrop. e.g. a painting, bookcase or similar (avoid plain
backgrounds). You might also consider using a green screen to edit in a background later.
Tips:
•
•

Make sure the people being filmed are away from any windows so they are not backlit (and also
think about editing shots taken in ever changing London weather)
Make sure you wear non-striped clothes as they appear as if they were moving, and if greenscreening, avoid wearing green clothes or parts of your body will ‘disappear’.
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3. Framing – Usually you don’t want your interviewee to be too low or centred in the frame. Ideally, place her
off centre, with her eyes about a third down from the top and a third in from the side. See examples below.

-Interviewee too centred
-Face too far down

-Interviewee’s eyes 1/3 down from top
and 1/3 over from right/left edge

4. Lights – Turn on all available lights and open blinds but remember to avoid filming next to a window as
natural light can change while you are recording.
5. Sound – Close all windows and doors and turn off any computers. Disconnect your mobile devices from
WiFi networks as they can interfere with the audio. Attach a microphone to your camera or use a
lapel/external mic.
6. Remember to run a test video in the same conditions where you will be filming – this will help you identify
and troubleshoot any issues and will help you avoid losing hours of valuable time re-shooting.
ii. Short features (mini-documentary style)
Be mindful of the points above: framing, lighting and sound. Additionally, if you are filming someone doing
something exciting, consider filming from a variety of distances so that you have wide shots, mid shots and closeups to edit together.

4) Post-production
i. Editing
If you just want to upload a simple single-shot video but edit the beginning or end, YouTube has a rudimentary
editing function, YouTube Video Editor.
If you have a Mac, then it already comes with iMovie – perfect for a short video. You can look at the iMovie tutorials
by clicking on help on the top of the page
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If you have a PC, use Windows Movie Maker, or you can purchase editing software through UCL’s ISD Software
Database.
Cutaway (or ‘B roll’) footage of UCL campus and students
Contact Rob Eagle in UCL Communications if you would like to add to your video general shots of the UCL
campus, researchers in labs, the libraries or student societies.
Music
As recorded music is copyright-protected, it’s advisable to purchase tracks from a royalty-free music library or look
at one of the free music libraries below. For all of our videos, we use Audio Network, which offers tracks at an
educational-use discount for 79p per track + VAT. See their Rates page for details.
Also you can use creative commons licenced or public domain music which can be found here:
• http://www.publicdomain4u.com/ – copyright-expired music, including blues and jazz
• http://www.jamendo.com/en/ - Creative Commons-Licenced music
• http://www.musopen.com/ – mostly classical, in the public domain and can be accessed for free
• http://www.opsound.org/index.php – music samples and links to websites of artists
• http://www.sectionz.com/cc.asp – electronic music tracks, Creative Commons-licensed
ii. UCL branding
Fonts and text in your video
In line with UCL branding best practice, we use the following styles for text in videos:
Font: either Arial or Garamond
Titles: ‘Professor’ (not ‘Prof’) and ‘Dr’ (not ‘Dr.’)
Departments: ‘UCL Geography’ (not ‘UCL Department of Geography’)

Here is a screen shot of how an academic’s
title and department should look

Branding and logos for video
UCL Communications recommends the use a small watermark UCL logo at the top of the video screen throughout
the video and a UCL logo card at the end of each video. These are not mandatory for your videos, but are
recommended for videos that represent institutional messages. This is not necessary for material to be used
internally, such as Lecturecast Personal Capture.
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UCL logo for end of video

•

UCL watermark

Further information on UCL branding - see Corporate Identity site for guidelines

iii. Exporting video
This is a technically complex final stage of post-production. Settings depend on where you are uploading video to:
• YouTube – see their uploading settings page
• iMovie: You can export your films as QuickTime files or share them in YouTube by clicking the Share
button in the toolbar, and then click File > Youtube.

•

DVD – export video as QuickTime or WMV file; we recommend using Toast software for creating DVDs

When exporting please make sure that your frame (aspect ratio) is 16:9 as it fits most of the screens. You can
choose 640×360, 854×480, 960×540 for display in mobile devices, 1024×576, 1280×720 for display and small and
medium devices and 1366×768, 1600×900, 1920×1080 for larger screens.
Also consider the following elements when exporting videos:
Codec

H.264 : A codec is the format in which your video will be encoded.
Different codecs have different features and varying quality. For best
results, we recommend using H.264 (sometimes referred to as MP4).

Frame rate

24, 25, or 30 FPS
If you know at which frame rate you shot, it is best to encode at that same
frame rate.

Data rate

2000 kbps (SD), 5000 kbps (HD): Use 2000 kbps for standard definition or
5000 kbps for high definition video.

Resolution

640x480 for 4:3 SD video, 640x360 for 16:9 SD video, and 1280x720 or
1920x1080 for HD.

iv. Training and internal resources
If you want tips on shooting simple talking heads, take a look at the mini-tutorials in section 3. You can also always
contact Rob Eagle in UCL Communications for further advice. If you or your department want to start shooting
more elaborate videos, then think of training courses. There are film-making courses at UCL, run by InSight and
Social Anthropology course instructor Michael Yorke.
If you think that filming something yourself sounds like too much to take on, consider UCL’s internal resources:
• If you think your project or story would be suitable for UCL News, contact UCL Communications to discuss
the possibilities of film, audio-slideshows or a written text piece.
• Media Services – UCL’s in-house AV production team can film or webcast lectures, panel discussions,
talking heads or events and produce a promo video for your department; they can also assist with all
technical issues, including digital media conversion and creating DVDs; check their website for rates
• Student Film Society – the UCLU Film Society, like UCLU Photo Society, can film your event for a fairly
affordable rate.
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